Fostering social innovation with data
Scop la Péniche

Community management & collaborative web

7 coop members

Collaborative web platform management

Community management and social media

Social innovation, open-data, energy transition, entrepreneurship
Let's manipulate data

A place and program dedicated to data workshops, conferences,
A place to discover data culture and tools to use data
Prototyping data projects

Support open-data and crowdsourcing
Support data-driven approach of economic and civil project
Facilitate energy transition with data
Open-Data : how to stimulate data re-use and crowdsourcing

• Working with local Mobility data, public open-data platforms

• Openstreetmap workshop

• Data culture workshops : students Master Innovation (IAE), Master Transmedia (Sciences Po), citizens

• Local events where we show how to reuse public data : Mini Maker Faire, journée Grelibre, Open Bidouille Camp, Assises citoyennes…
Data-driven economic and civic projects

• Fostering projects: by students, citizens, médias (culture budget, données RSE du CAC 40, soirées électorales fin 2015)

• Experimentations: How data can solve city's issues
The evolution of public libraries: what are the new services to implement
Reducing bulky items and garbage disposal in the streets

• Training and tool discovery:
DataVizualisation, data scraping, etc.
Strengthen energy transition...

...with data

- Workshops on the future use of self data towards energy transition
- Prototyping the new energy data platform: Vivacité
- Dr Watt training sessions (Enercoop)
- Discovery workshop
Forthcoming events

- 3 mars : debate : Les nouveaux Loups du web – cinéma La Nef
- 7 mars : Openstreetmap workshop
- 8-9 mars : Dataviz training session
- 15 mars : Inventing libraries with data
- 16 mars : Framasoft, free software for your organisation
- 22 mars : S. Chignard « Open-data and datanomics »
- 2 avril : Itinisère challenge : 1 day for data use